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What’s New in PrinterCloud - April 2019

The latest PrinterCloud release makes pull printing easier, improves mobile and Chromebook print performance, and offers 
improved security. It employs a modular code design so new features will be automatically delivered as soon as they are ready.

PUBLIC KEY (PKI) ENCRYPTION FOR E-MAIL PRINTING
Many enterprise customers encrypt all emails sent from Microsoft Outlook. PrinterCloud now supports Public Key Infrastructure 

(PKI) encryption as part of its printing solution. When a valid certificate and key are added by the IT administrator in our Admin 

Console, emails are decrypted automatically when printed.

LANDSCAPE PRINTING FOR EMAIL FILE ATTACHMENTS

The new PrinterCloud offers improved print formatting of landscape-oriented file attachments (e.g., PowerPoint slides) when 

they are printed. In addition to using LibreOffice (a free, open-source office suite) for print rendering, we now offer the option to 

use a customer’s Microsoft Office license for this purpose. This requires that the organization has a licensed copy of Microsoft 

Office installed on the Service Client.

FAST DELIVERY OF NEW FEATURES

PrinterCloud now employs a modular code design so new features can be rolled out a la carte as soon as they are ready. 

Customers will see more frequent upgrades going forward. The upcoming availability of new printer CPAs is just one example.

SMARTPHONE APPS FOR PULL-PRINT RELEASE
These apps, available for iOS and Android smartphones, make it easy for 

a user to release a secure or mobile pull print job. Login credentials and 

PrinterCloud instance URL are entered once, and then every time the app 

is launched a user’s held print jobs appear on the screen. The feature 

works with any network printer, and thus provides the benefits of 

secure/pull printing without the added cost of a badging system or printer 

upgrades.

FASTER, MORE RESILIENT MOBILE & CHROMEBOOK PRINTING
PrinterCloud has added “fast lane” technology to its mobile-printing 

system for improved performance when printing from smartphones, 

tablets, or Chromebooks. Even if a previous job in the queue stalls out, the 

software keep things moving by assigning a unique thread to each job.
New Print Release App makes it easy to

see and release secure print jobs


